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HP Tuners ECM Unlock Service

If your vehicle meets the following criteria, you will need to ship your vehicle’s computer to HP 

Tuners for unlocking before you can do any tuning:

◊ 2015 and newer model years 

◊ First time tuning the vehicle’s computer 

To remove and ship your vehicle’s computer to HP Tuners for modification:

◊ Using the HP Tuners website, purchase the ECM Unlock Modification service and obtain the 

correct shipping address for your ECM to go to HP Tuners. Get this information from www. 

hptuners.com.

◊ Watch our YouTube video: How to Physically Remove Dodge PCM Before Tuning 2015 and 

Newer Using HP Tuners at https://youtu.be/NFJu1A1R6OM.

◊ When the ECM is returned to you, you purchase and use credits to tune the vehicle just like 

normal.

◊ For 2018+ vehicles, a Smart Access Cable is also required, in addition to using the ECM 

Modification Service. You may purchase this cable through the HP Tuners website or from 

The Tuning School.
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Torque Management

The Dodge computer is both airflow based and torque based.  We find that there are limiters 

and torque management in place that regulate both airflow and torque.  The computer largely works 

based off of torque production, much like a GM Gen V computer, but not as complex from the tuner’s 

perspective.  Torque management refers to monitoring torque as a maximum target to achieve, to 

maintain, to elevate and/or limit power production.

The tables and switches that we will update are the following:

◊ Max Pedal Torque Mode switch

◊ Maximum Flywheel Torque table

◊ Max Torque, Flywheel table or Max Indicated Torque table

◊ Torque Management Spark Retard table

Table Update

To locate the Max Pedal Torque Mode switch in the VCM Editor, select Edit from the menu bar 

and then select Navigator from the drop down menu.  In the text entry field, enter Max Pedal.  The 

switch is located in the tree under Engine > Torque Management > Driver Demand > Desired Torque.  

Left click on Desired Torque.  The Max Pedal Torque Mode switch is under the Desired Torque 

section.  Set the switch to Table if it is not already selected.
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Our recommendation for updating the fan temperatures is to modify them based on the 

temperature of your thermostat.  Begin by taking the temperature of your thermostat and add 

5o. This becomes the setpoint for the low fan turn-on temperature.  Add 9o to the low turn-on 

temperature to determine the new medium and high fan turn-on temperature.  For example, if the 

aftermarket thermostat is a 180o thermostat, add 5o to that value, resulting in a value of 185o. Enter 

185 in the Low Speed ECT field.  Next, add an additional 9o to the 185o value, resulting in a value of 

194o for the medium and high fan turn-on temperature values.  Enter 194 in the Med Speed ECT and 

High Speed ECT fields.

When finished updating the High Vehicle Speed Mode fields, you will need to make the same 

changes to the Low Vehicle Speed Mode fields and A/C On fields.  You can do this by selecting Low 

Vehicle Speed Mode from the tree and updating the fields, then selecting A/C On from the tree and 

updating the fields.
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to the entire table.  Update the other tables in this group, including Target Idle Speed Oil Temp P/N 

(EOT P/N button) and Target Idle Speed Oil Temp Drive (EOT Drive button) unless they are zeroed 

out.  If they are zeroed out, leave them empty.

Next, adjust the Idle Speed Rolling table.  This table is located in the tree under Engine > Idle 

> RPM > Rolling/Moving Idle.  Left click on Rolling/Moving Idle.  Select the Rolling button under the 

Rolling/Moving Idle section to open the Idle Speed Rolling table.  Add the same value to the Idle Speed 

Rolling table that you added to the previous tables.  For our example, we will add 100 RPM.


